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Abstract. Visualization methods make use of interactive graphical representa-
tions embedded on a display area in order to enable data exploration and anal-
ysis. These typically rely on geometric primitives for representing data or build-
ing more sophisticated representations to assist the visual analysis process. One
of the most challenging tasks in this context is to determinate an optimal layout
of these primitives which turns out to be effective and informative. However,
most techniques are able to tackle just a few fundamental requirements simulta-
neously, impairing their use and flexibility. In this dissertation, we propose a set
of approaches for building layouts from geometric primitives that concurrently
addresses a wider range of requirements. A comprehensive set of quantitative
comparisons against existing methods for layout generation and applications on
multimedia data visualization prove the effectiveness of our approaches.

Arranging geometric primitives to generate meaningful layouts is a major task
in visualization, which inherently appears in important applications such as word cloud
constructionand visual boards.The difficulty in building layouts made up of dozens of ge-
ometric objects rests in the set of requirements to be handled simultaneously, e.g., read-
ability, overlaps, object size, semantic proximity and area usage. Moreover, the number
of data instances represented as geometric entities is typically much larger than the visu-
alization area, demanding the use of clustering, hierarchies, and navigation resources to
assist the visualization.

Although significant advances have been made towards building meaningful lay-
outs from geometric primitives, existing techniques are formulated to deal with a limited
number of requirements simultaneously, restricting their use to specific applications. For
instance, techniques such as visual boards and small multiples provide well structured
layouts which are easily readable, but they pay the price of scalability. Hierarchical meth-
ods such as Treemaps mitigate the issue of scalability while making an efficient use of
display area. However, readability and semantic organization of data are aspects not so
easily handled by those methods. Overlap-free semantic preserving techniques generate
somewhat structured layouts and keep instances with similar content close to each other.
Nevertheless, they are not designed to make an efficient use of display area and also suffer
from scalability.

Handling many requirements is not straightforward because distinct requirements
can compete with each other during layout construction. For instance, to facilitate read-
ability, layouts should be built with as large as possible geometric entities. However, large
objects easily fill up the display area, thus limiting the number of instances that can be vi-
sualized. Therefore, finding an optimal balance among multiple concurrent requirements
is a challenging task, which has not been completely tackled by existing methods.



In this dissertation we addressed this challenging problem by proposing new tech-
niques for building layouts. We denominate to Semantic Layout Arrangement as the task
of allocating efficiently a set of geometric instances, which summarizes a multidimen-
sional dataset, into a fixed-size display area, subject to preserve, as much as possible and
at all times, the semantic relationships among instances. The arrangement should simulta-
neously play with several requirements, such as area usage optimization, overlap removal,
object scaling, orthogonal alignment and dynamic updating.

This document presents a compilation of different techniques for inter-
active and semantic layouts generation for data visualization. Each proposed
method brings new contributions for the field with the purpose of addressing
and solving specific problems involved in generating geometric semantic layouts
for interactive data visualization. Essentially, three proposed methods (ProjSnip-
pet [Gomez-Nieto et al. 2014b], MIOLA [Gomez-Nieto et al. 2013] and Dealing with
Multiple Requirements [Gomez-Nieto et al. 2016]) rely on novel optimization formu-
lations for simultaneously dealing with requirements that were identified as the most
relevant during our study. The last method (Semantically Aware Dynamic Lay-
outs [Gomez-Nieto et al. 2014a]) focuses on an application that demands semantic pre-
serving layout updates during analyst’s interactive data exploration.

To our knowledge, the proposed approaches figure among the most straightfor-
ward, efficient and intuitive alternatives to explore large amounts of multidimensional
data while enabling a fluent interaction with data analysts.

1. ProjSnippet
The proposed technique comprises three steps: pre-processing of search results, multidi-
mensional projection, and optimization. In the first step each entry returned from a textual
query is processed and its term frequency vector extracted

Each term frequency vector may be handled as a point in a multidimensional space
that can be mapped to the visual space with a multidimensional projection technique.
Albeit our current implementation adopts the Least Squares Projection (LSP) – due to
its good accuracy in terms of distance preservation and low computational cost – any
projection technique with similar properties might be employed. The projection preserves
much of the neighborhood structure of the original data, ensuring that similar instances
are placed close to each other in the visual space.

The following step is to embed the content of each snippet within a rectangle
whose bottom left corner is placed in the snippet’s (or its multidimensional data point)
projected position. A rectangle’s height and width are settled to reflect the rank of its
corresponding snippet in the retrieved document list, so that better ranked snippets are
assigned larger rectangles.

A major drawback at this stage of the pipeline is that rectangles enclosing the snip-
pets overlap considerably, impairing identification of individual entries and the perception
of the document neighborhood structure. The final step optimizes the placement of the
snippets in order to avoid overlapping while preserving data neighborhoods as computed
by the projection.

The example illustrates a visualization displaying the results of a query on the
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[1]Jaguars, Jaguar Pictures, Jaguar Facts - National Geographic
Photo: A young female jaguar stopped in its tracks. Jaguars ... In some traditions
the Jaguar God...
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/jaguar/[2]Jaguar International - XF Models and Features

Jaguar XF: A sporting saloon with a choice of four trim levels and six engines
including 3.0 Litre V6 Diesel S....
http://www.jaguar.com/gl/en/xf/models_features/

[3]Jaguar USA - EXTERNAL FEATURES
Elegant design features enhance the bold, sporting profile of the XJ. ... All XJ
models feature a...
http://www.jaguar.com/us/en/new_xj/models_and_pricing/features/exterior_feature
s

[4]Jaguar Specifications | Engine Performance & Jaguar Features ...
The Motor Trend used car buyer's guide has detailed used Jaguar specifications,
performance, standard equip...
http://www.motortrend.com/used_cars/01/jaguar/specifications/

[5]Atari Jaguar - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
RAM: 2 MB on a 64-bit bus using 4 16-bit fast page mode DRAMs; Storage:
Cartridge up to 6 MB; DSP-port (JagLink) ...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atari_Jaguar

[6]Pear-Shaped Tripod Vessel with Modeled Jaguar Features | Michael ...
Pear-Shaped Tripod Vessel with Modeled Jaguar Features. Central America,
Costa Rica/Nicaragua, Greater Nicoya, ...
http://carlos.emory.edu/pataky_jaguar

[7]Jaguar Specifications, Options, & Jaguar Car Features at ...
View comprehensive Jaguar specifications and car data at Automobile Magazine
.
http://www.automobilemag.com/new_car_specifications/01/jaguar/index.html

[8]Jaguar XK Features | Jaguar USA
The Jaguar XK features classic, ground-hugging proportions, with sweeping,
athletic lines that hold imme...
http://www.jaguarusa.com/models/xk/features/

[9]Jaguar International - XK Models and Features
Available in coupe or convertible bodystyles, the XK is available with a choice of
two performance engines. Find out m...
http://www.jaguar.com/gl/en/xk/models_features/

[10]Jaguar Australia - The Jaguar XF models and features
Jaguar XF: A sporting saloon with a choice of four trim levels and four engines
including 3.0l Diesel S. Find o...
http://www.jaguar.com/au/en/xf/models_features/

[11]National Center for Computational Sciences Jaguar
The new 1.64-petaflop Cray XT Jaguar features more than 180000 processing
cores, each with 2 gigabytes of local...
http://www.nccs.gov/jaguar/

[12]Jaguar Car Safety Features | eHow.com
Jaguar Car Safety Features. Jaguars come with a higher price tag than many
other available vehicles. Tha...
http://www.ehow.com/list_5761641_jaguar-car-safety-features.html

[13]Xclusively Jaguar - Features - For all your Jaguar needs.... Jaguar .....
Esta-jane Mace was nominated by her employer, Jaguar Land Rover, as a
potential candidate for the City of Coven...
http://www.xclusively-jaguar.co.uk/xj06_features.php

[14]2011 Jaguar XJ Base Sedan 5.0L V8 6-speed Automatic Features ...
A review of the 2011 Jaguar XJ that covers pros and cons, available options,
powertrains and overall driving performance.
http://www.edmunds.com/jaguar/xj/2011/features-specs.html

[15]2012 Jaguar XF Portfolio 4dr Sedan Safety Ratings and Features
Review standard and optional 2012 Jaguar XF Portfolio 4dr Sedan safety
features and ratings from the IIH...
http://autos.aol.com/cars-Jaguar-XF-2012-Portfolio__4dr_Sedan/safety-features/

[16]2012 Jaguar C-X16 Concept Review - Pictures, features, specs ...
Sep 7, 2011 ... All about the new 2012 Jaguar C-X16 Concept car: review,
official photos, features
http://www.autospectator.com/cars/models/2012-jaguar-c-x16-concept-
review-pictures-features-specs

[17]Mac OS X v10.2 - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
1 System requirements; 2 New and changed features. 2.1 End-user features;
2.2 New application in Jagu...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mac_OS_X_v10.2

[18]Standard Features - 2011 Jaguar XJ XJL Supercharged - Yahoo ...
Yahoo! Autos - standard features for the 2011 Jaguar XJ ...
http://autos.yahoo.com/jaguar/xj/2011/xjl-supercharged/features.html

[19]Unintentional Exotics: Jaguar X-type Wagon and Lexus IS300 ...
Car and Driver presents Unintentional Exotics: Jaguar X-type Wagon and
Lexus IS300 SportCross. Read expert vehi...
http://www.caranddriver.com/features/unintentional-exotics-jaguar-x-type-
wagon-and-lexus-is300-sportcross

[20]HowStuffWorks "Jaguar XK-150 Features"
Jaguar\'s XK-150 was the first Jaguar model to include all-disc brakes. Learn
all about the featu...
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/1949-1961-jaguar-xk-sports-cars6.htm

[21]1999 Jaguar XJ8 VDP Stk#U1118 features and test drive 2 - YouTube
Mar 30, 2011 ... 1999 Jaguar XJ8 VDP Stk#U1118 features and test drive 2.
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D5DE0yqQIAHM

[22]Used Jaguar Safety Ratings & Features - Motor Trend Magazine
Find out about Jaguar safety features in the Motor Trend used car buyer's
guide: view used Jaguar...
http://www.motortrend.com/used_cars/01/jaguar/safety/

[23]2006 Jaguar XJ Series Specs and Features - MSN Autos
View specs and features for the 2006 Jaguar XJ Series. Read reviews,
compare ratings, view pictures, and more.
http://autos.msn.com/research/vip/Spec_Glance.aspx%3Fyear%3D2006%26m
ake%3DJaguar%26model%3DXJ%2520Series

[24]DailyTech - Jaguar C-X75 Concept Features Four Electric Motors ...
Sep 29, 2010 ... Jaguar's supercar concept uses four electric motors and two
gas turbine generators.
http://www.dailytech.com/Jaguar%2BCX75%2BConcept%2BFeatures%2BFour
%2BElectric%2BMotors%2BTwo%2BGas%2BTurbines/article19757.htm

[25]What safety features does the 2012 Jaguar XJ Supersport have?
What safety features does the 2012 Jaguar XJ Supersport have? The 2012
Jaguar XJ Supersport has t...
http://cars.findthebest.com/q/832/3245/What-safety-features-does-the-2012-
Jaguar-XJ-Supersport-have

[26]Dutch house features a vintage Jaguar re-conditioned as a bookshelf
Mar 9, 2012 ... Auto enthusiasts always find an exclusive way to show off their
passion for autos; either they ...
http://www.bornrich.com/dutch-house-features-vintage-jaguar-conditioned-as-
bookshelf.html

[27]Global Aircraft -- Jaguar
Jaguar Features. The Armee de l'Air took delivery of the first production
Jaguar in 1973, one of an eventua...
http://www.globalaircraft.org/planes/jaguar.pl

[28]Jaguar XF Diesel India Specifications Features Price
Nov 29, 2010 ... Jaguar has launched its premium luxury sedan the Jaguar XF
in India at a premium...
http://www.carblogindia.com/jaguar-xf-diesel-india-specifications-features-price/

[29]Jaguar S-Type Safety Ratings & Features at UsedCarsPlus.com
Find Jaguar S-Type safety ratings, used car crash test results, and auto safety
data available at UsedCarsPlus.com.
http://www.usedcarsplus.com/jaguar-safety/s-type/index.html

[30]2012 Jaguar XJ Sedan Ratings, Reviews, Pictures, Features | J.D. ...
Learn more about the 2012 Jaguar XJ Sedan at J.D. Power. View ratings,
reviews, pictures, and features of the 2012 Jaguar XJ.
http://autos.jdpower.com/research/showroom-detail/2012-Jaguar-XJ-
Sedan/index.htm

[31]Jaguar | Spesification Features New Car and Used Car Pictures ...
May 20, 2011 ... Detail 2011 Jaguar E-Type Speedster Front Anggle View.
Here are 2011 Jaguar E-Ty...
http://autopartcar.com/category/jaguar/

[32]Animals - Jaguar
Learn about the Jaguar. ... Name: Jaguar, Panthera onca, related to the
Leopard, Lion and Tiger. ...
http://www.kidsturncentral.com/animals/jaguar.htm

[33]Jaguar USA - XJ Features
The Icon Reimagined. The most well-appointed Jaguar ever, the XJ sets new
standards in design, performance and ...
http://www.jaguar.com/us/en/new_xj/models_and_pricing/features/

[34]2012 Jaguar XJ 4dr Sdn XJL Specs and Features | U.S. News Best ...
View detailed specs and features for the 2012 Jaguar XJ 4dr Sdn XJL at U.S.
News.
http://usnews.rankingsandreviews.com/cars-
trucks/Jaguar_XJ/2012/specs/Jaguar-4dr-Sdn-XJL-334766/

[35]Jaguar: The Rainforest Animal
Sep 22, 2011 ... The unique feature of this species is the rosette-shaped spots
on the body. A jaguar...
http://www.buzzle.com/articles/jaguar-the-rainforest-animal.html

[36]Artist Bill Neale Features Jaguar and Bugatti for Pebble Beach ...
Jul 28, 2009 ... Automotive Fine Arts Society member Bill Neale will honor two
of the greatest European marques...
http://www.sportscardigest.com/artist-bill-neale-features-jaguar-and-bugatti-for-
pebble/

[37]2010 Jaguar XJ - Price, Photos, Reviews & Features
Research 2010 Jaguar XJ cars. Get discounted quotes, dealer pricing, do
comparisons, read reviews and more. Fre...
http://www.newcars.com/jaguar/xj/2010

[38]2011 Jaguar XF Base Sedan 5.0L V8 6-speed Automatic Features ...
A review of the 2011 Jaguar XF that covers pros and cons, available options,
powertrains and overall driving performance.
http://www.edmunds.com/jaguar/xf/2011/features-specs.html

[39]The Supersonic Jaguar D-Type - Features - European Car Magazine
Check out this Feature Review that we have on the The Supersonic Jaguar D-
Type, brought to you by European Car Magazine.
http://www.europeancarweb.com/features/0412ec_jaguar_d_type/viewall.html

[40]Jim Burke Jaguar Digital Brochures Birmingham | Jaguar Specs ...
Jaguar Brochures: Looking for Jaguar specs and features? Get them all ... For
South Birmingham and Birmingham a...
http://www.jimburkejaguarcars.com/digital-brochures.aspx

[41]Jaguar Car Dealers New Features - Barrett Motor Cars
Rarely do Jaguar car dealers offer revolutionary features, but this month the
company hinted that its li...
http://www.barrettmotorcars.com/jaguar/jaguar-car-dealers-may-soon-offer-
new-features/

[42]2012 Jaguar XK Features Review - The Car Connection
Sep 1, 2011 ... Get the latest reviews of the 2012 Jaguar XK. Find buying
advice, pictures, expert ratin...
http://www.thecarconnection.com/review/1065369_2012-jaguar-xk_features_6

[43]SEPECAT Jaguar Ground Attack Aircraft - Airforce Technology
The Jaguar M is a naval version principally deployed for maritime patrol
missions . Deployed by the French Navy,...
http://www.airforce-technology.com/projects/sepecat-jaguar/

[44]Total Guitar Features Kurt Cobain Jaguar | Fender Front Row Blog
Oct 17, 2011 ... Kurt Cobain gets the cover treatment in the latest Total Guitar
magazine, which features
http://www.fender.com/blog/total-guitar-features-kurt-cobain-jaguar/

[45]Jaguar XF Features | Jaguar USA
The Jaguar XF fuses sports car styling and performance with the refinement,
features and space of a luxury sedan.
http://www.jaguarusa.com/models/xf/features/

[46]Jaguar supercomputer harnesses heat for fusion energy
Apr 15, 2011 ... University of California-Irvine researcher Zhihong Lin is using
the Jaguar supercompute...
http://www.ornl.gov/info/features/get_feature.cfm%3FFeatureNumber%3Df201
10415-00

[47]The Auto Channel--Jaguar XK8 Features
Even as it sets a new course in Jaguar styling, the dramatic shape of the 1997
XK8 draws inspiration from Ja...
http://www.theautochannel.com/news/events/jaguar/press/xK8features.html

[48]Jaguar XF India, Jaguar XF Price, Jaguar XF Features
Jaguar XF - Get informed about Jaguar XF including information on Jaguar
XF technical specificati...
http://www.surfindia.com/automobile/jaguar-xf.html

[49]2011 Jaguar XF Saftey Features
Find 2011 Jaguar XF safety reviews, prices, performance breakdowns,
pictures, comparisons, specs and buying advice.
http://www.bebo.com/new-cars/2011-jaguar-xf/safety/

[50]Jaguar Hybrid Concept Features Four Motors, 780 Horsepower ...
Nov 29, 2010 ... Nov. 29, 2010 - Jaguar has unveiled a new plug-in supercar
concept in the form of the C...
http://www.geek.com/articles/gadgets/jaguar-hybrid-concept-features-four-
motors-780-horsepower-20101129/

[51]Jaguar Luxury Remi Hair
Jaguar product line includes only Remi quality products. Jaguar Remi products
are crafted for durability...
http://www.lfhair.com/jaguar-hair/index.php

[52]Tata Cars in India: Jaguar XK price, features and specifications
Jan 16, 2012 ... All the available Jaguar car models have direct competition to
these luxury brands in t...
http://tata-cars-india.blogspot.com/2012/01/jaguar-xk-price-features-and.html

[53]CEREMONIAL AXE WITH WERE-JAGUAR FEATURES - OLMEC ...
CEREMONIAL AXE WITH WERE-JAGUAR FEATURES. OLMEC - Mexico.
900 - 300 B.C.. Height : 26 cm; Width : 13.3 cm; Dept...
http://www.galerie-mermoz.com/en/objects/ceremonial-axe-with-were-jaguar-
features.html
[54]Jaguar Pools-Water Features Los Angeles-Southern California ...
Jaguar Pools provides Southern California with high quality pool remodeling
services: re-plastering, spa additi...
http://www.jaguarpools.com/pool-remodeling-services/pool-water-features/

[55]Jaguar XJR-9 | Features | evo
Twenty years ago John Barker watched this very Jaguar XJR-9 win Le Mans.
Now he's going to drive it, in ful...
http://www.evo.co.uk/features/features/223851/jaguar_xjr9.html

[56]2012 Jaguar XJ Safety Ratings and Features-Vehix
2012 Jaguar XJ Safety Ratings and Features. Review NHTSA safety ratings
and safety features such ...
http://www.vehix.com/car-reviews/2012/jaguar/xj/safety-ratings-features

[57]Oak Ridge 'Jaguar' supercomputer is World's fastest
Nov 16, 2009 ... Oak Ridge 'Jaguar' supercomputer is World's fastest. Enlarge.
The Cray XT Jagua...
http://www.physorg.com/news177608722.html

[58]Jaguar XJ,Jaguar XJ Specifications,Jaguar XJ Price,Features
Jaguar XJ review at auto.indiamart.com. Read about Jaguar XJ Price:Rs. 94,
00000,features,technica...
http://auto.indiamart.com/cars/jaguar-xj/

[59]Bergen Jaguar | 2012 Jaguar XJ | Features
The Jaguar XJ redefines the principles of automotive luxury. Sleek, sporting
and sophisticated, this is a large...
http://www.bergenjaguar.com/2012-jaguars/jaguar-xj-features.html

[60]Jaguar XF Features New Brand Look and Steel Insides
Feb 15, 2011 ... The new Jaguar XF represents a new design direction for
Ford's luxury brand. A new ...
http://www.worldautosteel.org/Applications/Vehicles/Jaguar-XF.aspx

[61]The New Jaguar XKR-S Tech Specification and Features
Mar 4, 2008 ... Jaguar News Jaguar XKR-S Features Available in Ultimate
Black metallic pain...
http://www.carpages.co.uk/jaguar/jaguar-xkr-s-part-tech-04-03-08.asp

[62]Jaguar D-Type cornering | Videos | Features | octane
Jaguar D-Type cornering. Conscientious photographer gets a scare ... See all
Features Jay Leno, ...
http://www.classicandperformancecar.com/features/videos/222243/jaguar_dtyp
e_cornering.html

[63]Jaguar XF V8 | Car Info XF V8 Variant, Price, Specs, Features
Know all about Jaguar XF V8 Car model. Detailed and in-depth info on the V8
variant (5000 cc Engine) of the ...
http://www.prokerala.com/automobile/jaguar/xf/xf-v8.html

[64]Were-jaguar - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The were-jaguar supernatural incorporates the were-jaguar motif as well as
other features, althou...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Were-jaguar

(b) ProjSnippet displaying 64 snippets

Fig. 2: Google and ProjSnippet views of the results of a query
with terms “jaguar features”.
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Fig. 3: Inequalities (3) ensure that no boxes will not displayed
offscreen while inequalities (4) preserve the order of the coor-
dinates w.r.t. initial layout. (a) Input layout and (b) result after
layout arrangement (orthogonal ordering: xpi

≤ xpi+1
, p1 =

2, p2 = 3, p3 = 1, p4 = 4; similarity for y case).

Let B = {B1, B2, ..., Bn} be a set of n rectangular
boxes arranged in the visual space such that the neighbor-
hood structure of the boxes reflects a property of interest.
For instance, if a data set is mapped to the visual space
using a multidimensional projection technique and a box is
centered on each projected data, the resulting arrangement
makes neighbor boxes correspond to similar data. Boxes in
this arrangement, however, should overlap considerably, im-
pairing the visualization of individual boxes. In order to make
each box visible, one has to displace the boxes in the two-
dimensional space so as to remove overlaps, but preserving the
initial neighborhood structures to keep similar objects close to
each other. As described next, we formulate the problem above
as a mixed integer quadratic programming optimization.

A. Problem statement

Let B = {B1, B2, ..., Bn} be a set of n rectangular boxes
initially positioned in a two-dimensional space. Each box Bi is
specified by a four dimensional vector Bi = (xi, yi, wi, hi) ∈
R4, where (xi, yi), wi > 0, hi > 0 are the centroid, width
and height of Bi, respectively (see Fig. 3(a)). Two boxes Bi

and Bj do not overlap if and only if one of the following
inequalities holds:

|xj − xi| ≥
wi + wj

2
or |yj − yi| ≥

hi + hj
2

(2)

We refer to the inequalities in (2) as non-overlap con-
straints.

Moreover, the boxes must respect the bounds of the visual-
ization window during displacement, that is,

wi

2
+ lbx ≤ xi ≤ ubx−

wi

2
(x lower/upper bounds)

hi
2

+ lby ≤ yi ≤ uby −
hi
2

(y lower/upper bounds)

(3)

where lbx, lby, ubx, uby are lower and upper visualization
window bounds (constants) in x and y directions. If needed,
visualization window bounds can also assume independent
values for each box.

Equations (2) and (3) provide the conditions to be held so
as to guarantee that boxes do not overlap and are inside a
visualization window. However, those equations do not take
into account neighborhood structures, thus neighbor boxes
can be placed far apart from each other after the overlap
removal process. One useful way to keep up the neighborhood
relationships is to preserve the relative order of the centroids
of boxes, that is,

xp1
≤ xp2

≤ ... ≤ xpn
(x orthogonal order)

yq1 ≤ yq2 ≤ ... ≤ yqn (y orthogonal order) (4)

where p, q : {1, 2, ..., n} → {1, 2, ..., n} are permutations of
indices obtained by sorting the coordinates x and y of the
centroids of boxes in the visual space (see Fig. 3).

Therefore, by moving the centroid of the boxes while
ensuring Equations (2), (3), and (4) can generate an overlap
free layout that preserves the initial neighborhood structures.

B. The MIQP formulation

The problem of positioning the boxes Bi in the visual
space so as to ensure that Equations (2), (3), and (4) hold
can be formulated as a Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming
Problem as follows:

min
z

f(z) =
1

2
zTQz =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

Dist2(Bi, Bj)

subject to
{
Az ≤ b
lb ≤ z ≤ ub

z =

 x
y
r

 , x = (x1, x2, ..., xn)
> ∈ Rn

y = (y1, y2, ..., yn)
> ∈ Rn

r=(r12, . . . , r1n, r23, . . . , r2n, . . . , rn−1n)
>, rij ∈{0, 1}

(5)

where z is the sought solution, Dist(Bi, Bj) denotes the
euclidian distance between (xi, yi) and (xj , yj), and vectors lb
(lower bounds) and ub (upper bounds) are the visualization

Figure 1. Google and ProjSnippet views of the results of a query with terms
“jaguar features”. More here: https://goo.gl/c4apaC

terms “jaguar features” submitted to Google’s search engine. The view in Figure 1(a)
shows the 10 best ranked snippets shown in the first page. Figure 1(b) displays a ProjS-
nippet view with the 64 best ranked snippets. Inspection discloses that the snippets on
the left (cyan, red, blue, yellow) all refer to different models of Jaguar cars, whereas the
green ones on the right refer to a surprising variety of topics, that include multiple refer-
ences to the wild animal (3 snippets) and also to supercomputer models named Jaguar (2
instances). Still, overall the final layout depicts a representative overview of the search
hits, as far grouping/separating similar/dissimilar results is concerned. Notice that it is
pretty difficult to handle such a variety topics and subtopics in Google’s list-based view,
which indeed brings only results on cars, animals and the game in the first page.

2. Mixed Integer Optimization for Layout Arrangement (MIOLA)
In this section we describe a technique to tackle the problem of arranging rectangular
boxes in the visual space so as to place objects representing similar content close to each
other while avoiding overlaps. We formulate the problem as a Mixed Integer Quadratic
Programming Problem (MIQP), which enables well structured layouts. In contrast to
other optimal methods that take into account the similarity between instances, our ap-
proach does not rely on intersection tests, making the algorithm simpler to implement.
Moreover, our technique is quite flexible, being able to generate different layouts by just
handling optimization constraints.

Let B = {B1, B2, ..., Bn} be a set of n rectangular boxes arranged in the visual
space such that the neighborhood structure of the boxes reflects a property of interest. For
instance, if a data set is mapped to the visual space using a multidimensional projection
technique and a box is centered on each projected data, the resulting arrangement makes
neighbor boxes correspond to similar data. Boxes in this arrangement, however, should
overlap considerably, impairing the visualization of individual boxes. In order to make
each box visible, one has to displace the boxes in the two-dimensional space so as to
remove overlaps, but preserving the initial neighborhood structures to keep similar objects

https://goo.gl/c4apaC


close to each other. As described in our paper, we formulate the problem above as a mixed
integer quadratic programming optimization.

3. Dealing with multiple requirements for geometric layouts arrangement

In this section we describe a methodology for building layouts from geometric primitives
which is able to deal with a wide range of requirements simultaneously. Relying on multi-
dimensional projection, density-based adaptive grids, and mixed integer optimization, our
approach is semantically aware, makes an efficient use of display area, and generates well
structured grid-like layouts. Moreover, the formulation intrinsically impose a hierarchy
on the data, enabling alternatives for the scalability issue.

The proposed optimization scheme arranges geometric entities (boxes) with vary-
ing sizes so as to avoid overlaps while preserving the neighborhood structure of the un-
derlying data (semantics). The area of each geometric primitive is also included in the
optimization process to ensure that the display area will be efficiently occupied. In fact,
supported by the adaptive grid, our formulation is able to scale elements with different
sizes using only one variable, thus rendering the optimization procedure as simple as
possible.

Figure 2 depicts qualitative results comparing our approaches with overlap re-
moval in 5 datasets. Notice that the proposed method (Our) gives rise to well structured
layouts where neighborhoods (indicated by color map) are nicely preserved. Moreover,
our approach makes a better use of display area, thus improving readability and content
analysis.

4. Semantically Aware Dynamic Layouts

In this section we describe a novel semantic aware layout construction technique that
allows users to freely tailor 2D arrangements according to their interest. The proposed
formulation relies on interactive mechanisms enabled by multidimensional projection
methods to enforce semantic relation in the layout. Moreover, the proposed approach
is based on a simple energy function that can efficiently be minimized using well-known
optimization libraries, thus avoiding intricate computational implementations.

The proposed mechanism to dynamically update layouts according to user inter-
vention builds upon the methodology of ProjSnippet, which has been conceived to opti-
mize layouts restricted to rectangular domains and with no interactive resource. Our ap-
proach, in contrast, enables interactive resources that allow users freely modify the layout
according to their interest while still being able to build arrangements in arbitrary visual
domains. Moreover, our formulation combines the flexibility provided by control points
used in multidimensional projection with an energy function tuned to enable interactive
layout update as well as to enforce semantic relation among neighbor entities.

Figure 3 shows layouts generated from fifty images with dimensions 256×256
obtained from the Calltech 101 data set. Figure 3(a) shows the initial layout obtained by
projecting and optimizing the layout using ProjSnippet (a square box has been assigned
to each projected image). Figure 3(b) show the layout during user interaction phase.
The overlap removal opens a “path” throughout the region the user has dragged images.
The opened path helps the user to keep a mental model of how much and where the
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Figure 2. Layouts produced by our approaches and RWordle-C, VPSC and PRISM.

layout is changing. Figure 3(c) depicts the final layout after optimization. Notice that
the interaction changed the position of two white background piano images and, as a
consequence, all pianos with white background has also been properly displaced, showing
the capability of our approach in preserving semantic relations.

5. Publications, Awards and Honors

Publications

Qualis A1 Qualis A2 Qualis B1
[Gomez-Nieto et al. 2014b] [Zanabria et al. 2016] [Gomez-Nieto et al. 2013]
[Gomez-Nieto et al. 2016] [Gomez-Nieto et al. 2014a]

[Gomez-Nieto et al. 2015]



Figure 3. Layouts produced from piano’s images. More here: http://goo.gl/GEvFp2

Awards and Honors
• Best Computer Graphics/Visualization Ph.D. Thesis Award at SIBGRAPI 2017.
• Invited as PhD researcher intern at IBM Research, SP Lab (Mar/16-Feb/17).
• Invited IEEE TVCG paper presented at IEEE VIS 20161.
• Accepted proposal to Doctoral Colloquium at IEEE VIS 2015.
• Invited IEEE TVCG paper presented at IEEE VIS 2014.
• Best paper award in Graphics and Visualization at SIBGRAPI 2013.
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